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MISSION STATEMENT
The Mission of the Westport Public Schools is to prepare all students to reach their full potential as life-long learners and socially responsible
contributors to our global community. We achieve this by fostering critical and creative thinking and collaborative problem solving through a robust
curriculum delivered by engaging and dedicated educators. We are committed to maintaining an environment that supports inquiry and academic
excellence, emotional and physical well-being, appreciation of the arts and diverse cultures, integrity and ethical behavior.

WESTPORT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
COLLEEN A. PALMER
Superintendent of Schools

WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT 06880
TELEPHONE: (203) 341-1010
FAX: (203) 341-1029

December 12, 2017
Dear Members of the Board of Education:
The enclosed proposed FY 2018-19 Superintendent’s Budget represents a requested “total” increase of 4.19% which is comprised of the actual
year-over-year 2.85% increase in new expenditures, plus the additional 1.34% gap funding request created by the FY 2018 infusion of
$1,509,994 from our health insurance reserves. The amount reallocated from the health insurance reserves to balance the FY 2017-18 budget has
been commonly referred to as the “iceberg” debt throughout the public budget process, in order to be fully transparent. While the iceberg debt
depressed last year’s fiscal budget request, it was clearly communicated that this one-time use of funds would create additional fiscal pressures at
some point in time in the future. Unfortunately, with approximately $1M in unanticipated health claims in the current fiscal year, the impact of the
iceberg debt will be realized in the upcoming FY 2018-19. Therefore, this combined budget request to fund new expenditures and the iceberg debt
total $119,179,202, an increase of $4,792,855.
This fiscal blueprint maintains the current level of educational programming in all areas and provides necessary resources to ensure that the
District’s focus on continuous improvement is sustained. As you are aware, our system has embarked upon an ambitious three-year Strategic Plan
with goals in the areas of: 1) teaching and learning, 2) healthy learning environment, 3) organizational synergy and efficacy, 4) facilities and finance,
and 5) stakeholder focus. The work to support the goals of this plan has been thoughtfully and effectively planned in order to have minimal impact
on the overall budget. Resources have been realigned to support articulated strategic goals without negatively impacting the operations or
performance of the District. Creativity, innovation, and relentless focus on system outcomes have been essential to achieve this approach.
In light of the fiscal challenges facing Westport at this time this budget has been developed with a constant focus of fiscal responsibility while
maintaining the quality of Westport Public Schools’ world class status.
Sincerely,

Colleen A. Palmer, Ph.D.
Superintendent of Schools
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FY 2018-2019 COST COMPOSITION
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BENEFITS
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77,506,530
19,661,222
2,029,689
6,091,186
9,344,773
2,758,425
1,231,787
546,589
119,170,202
SUPPLIES,
2.3%

65.0%
16.5%
1.7%
5.1%
7.8%
2.3%
1.0%
0.5%
100.0%
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OTHER, 0.5%
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WESTPORT PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Mission Statement
To prepare all students to reach their full potential as lifelong learners and
socially responsible contributors to our global community.
We achieve this by fostering critical and creative thinking and collaborative problem solving
through a robust curriculum delivered by engaging and dedicated educators.
We are committed to maintaining an environment that supports inquiry and academic
excellence, emotional and physical well-being, appreciation of the arts and diverse
cultures, integrity and ethical behavior.
Guiding Principles
Westport Public School students, educators, and the WPS team aspire to be…
● emotionally and socially aware,
● kind with sincerity,
● principled in thought and action, and
● learning always.

Westport Public Schools empowers and inspires students to make
the world a better place.
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Westport Public Schools
Westport Public Schools is a District of educational excellence that provides a world-class education to each of its students. Through a
personalized approach, the exceptional talent and resources of the District are leveraged to ensure a pathway of success is achieved for
each student.
The District thrives with a strong partnership with the Town of Westport and its citizens. The value of excellence in education is a
cherished belief of the entire community. From the resources provided by the Town governmental bodies, to the community talents so
selflessly shared with the District, the positive connections of the Town with the District are inextricable.
As a dynamic organization, Westport Public Schools remains focused on continuous improvement to constantly evolve to remain on
the cutting edge of educational excellence. It is in that spirit that it embarks upon the next iteration of its Strategic Plan for 2017-2020.
It is the belief that if the District:
1. ensures that all faculty have a command of their respective teaching standards, facilitate the design of rigorous and engaging
curricula built on the foundation of appropriate standards, and develop a comprehensive system of assessment and metrics for
determination of progress towards goals;
2. ensures that it focuses on the physical, social, and emotional well-being of students and staff that supports a culture of
emotional intelligence, empathy, and kindness;
3. ensures that the structure of its organization and allocation of resources are aligned for optimal student outcomes and
efficiency of resources;
4. ensures that its financial plan over the next three years and its educational facilities are designed and actualized to support the
success of the critical work of the District; and
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5. ensures that it maintains a relentless focus on serving both the internal and external stakeholders of the District…
Then the District will continue to serve the best interests of the students and families of Westport and shine as a lighthouse district of
educational excellence within a global environment.
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Strategic Planning Goals
Teaching and Learning
It is the belief that if the District:
1. ensures that all faculty have a command of their respective teaching standards, facilitate the design of rigorous and
engaging curricula built on the foundation of appropriate standards, and develop a comprehensive system of
assessment and metrics for determination of progress towards goals…
Then the District will continue to serve the best interests of the students and families of Westport and shine as a lighthouse district of
educational excellence within a global environment.
Teaching and Learning Goals
Student Learning
○ Articulate PK-12 philosophy of teaching and learning
○ Ensure every student has a pathway to reach his/her potential
○ Create strategies that honor all pathways to success, not just 4-yr. colleges
○ Establish a system of authentic learning experiences for all students that integrate competencies required for success as
a global citizen, actualizing the portrait of a graduate
○ Ensure graduation requirements are aligned with portrait of a graduate
○ Ensure transitions within a school or the District support social, emotional, and academic needs of students
○ Increase student choice and voice in the learning experience
Professional Learning and Outcomes
○ Ensure District standards drive teaching and learning for each content area
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○ Develop a system of revising and recording curricula for each content area that is fully transparent with respect to
relevant information for students, parents/guardians, educators, and the public
○ Reinforce alignment of curricula with a global lens of diversity and interconnectedness
○ Ensure appropriate rigor and student engagement as they relate to standards are integral to lesson design (John
Antonetti model)
○ Establish an effective comprehensive system of student assessment that is also efficient in terms of instructional time
○ Ensure data are utilized appropriately to inform decision-making for continuous improvement of the teaching and
learning
○ Develop a school culture that utilizes Learning Walks as an integral part of its daily work
○ Ensure use of time is designed for optimal learning outcomes
○ Ensure the District’s system of RTI (Response to Intervention) yields significant learning outcomes with the most
effective use of resources
○ Establish key quality indicators that inform the progress of our students at a systems level
○ Set annual District learning goals
○ Continuously evaluate overall performance of the District to assess progress, including subgroup performance to
eliminate achievement gaps
○ Further leadership capacity of faculty and administration
○ Increase the capacity of the work force through relevant, targeted, and personalized learning approaches
Communication
○ Establish a robust communication plan to share relevant information related to teaching and learning for all internal and
external stakeholders
○ Create a system of communication to share student progress with families that is user-friendly, informative, accurate,
timely, and comprehensive
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Healthy Learning Environment
It is the belief that if the District:
2. ensures that it focuses on the physical, social, and emotional well-being of students and staff that supports a culture of
emotional intelligence, empathy, and kindness…
Then the District will continue to serve the best interests of the students and families of Westport and shine as a lighthouse district of
educational excellence within a global environment.
Healthy Learning Environment Goals
o Develop a comprehensive plan for understanding, accepting and respecting diversity for students, staff, and families
o Foster a culture that promotes kindness and inhibits the incidence of student behaviors that result in social, emotional,
or physical harm other students
o Reinforce good digital citizenship and the appropriate use of social media
o Develop a recruitment and retention strategy for minority candidates
o Establish a plan of wellness for both students and staff members
o Develop a comprehensive plan for the District to integrate the Emotional Intelligence model of RULER from Yale
University
o Maintain best practices for healthy physical plants and nutrition
o Continue ongoing comprehensive work for school security throughout the District
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Organizational Synergy and Efficacy
It is the belief that if the District:
3. ensures that the structure of its organization and allocation of resources are aligned for optimal student outcomes and
efficiency of resources…
Then the District will continue to serve the best interests of the students and families of Westport and shine as a lighthouse District of
educational excellence within a global environment.
Organizational Synergy and Efficacy Goal
o Ensure the organizational structure with respect to effectiveness, efficiency, and coherence of the system to best serve all
students and families in the most efficient manner
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Facilities and Finance
It is the belief that if the District:
4. ensures that its financial plan over the next three years and its educational facilities are designed and actualized to
support the success of the critical work of the District…
Then the District will continue to serve the best interests of the students and families of Westport and shine as a lighthouse district of
educational excellence within a global environment.
Facilities and Finance Goals
o Establish short (3 month) and long-term (3 year) plans to identify further efficiencies, areas of revenue generation, and
collaboration with the Town and/or other districts to reduce the cost of education
o Create a multi-year budget forecast and plan
o Establish a 5-year capital improvement plan, incorporating space to support the educational needs of the District
o Review fixed cost that escalate at a contractual rate for savings
o Identify 3-5 areas of immediate focus for the 2018-19 budget development cycle
o Seek further energy efficiencies
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Stakeholder Focus
It is the belief that if the District:
5. ensures that it maintains a relentless focus on serving both the internal and external stakeholders of the District…
Then the District will continue to serve the best interests of the students and families of Westport and shine as a lighthouse District of
educational excellence within a global environment.
Stakeholder Focus
o Establish District protocols for how visitors are received - personally, via phone, and electronically
o Establish a feedback system from students, families, staff, and the community on the performance of the District
o Maintain effective modalities of communication to meet the needs of the system’s stakeholders in terms of sharing information
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